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Uncluttered by the complexities of plot and character that daunt so many readers of the longer

Russian masterpieces, Tolstoy's tales illumine eternal truths with the forceful brevity. While inspired

by the sense of spiritual certainty, their narrative quality, subtle humor, and visionary power lift them

far above the common run of "religious" literature. Moralists purport to tell us what our lives should

mean, and how we should live them. Tolstoy, on the other hand, has an uncanny gift for simply

conveying what it means to be truly alive.
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There is only one problem with this book: once you start reading you can't stop! It should be in all

the church libraries. It would be an excellent gift, especially to Sunday school teachers and others

who tell or read stories to others. -- Provident Book Finder

Text: English (translation) Original Language: Russian

I only read "walk in the light while there is light" by Leo Tolstoy, but it touched my heart deeply. I

went out to find my own copy and did find this book. it is a great book, matching the first story I read.

It gave me an insight in a different time, country, and historical setting. the stories how ever are

boundary less and ageless still profoundly relevant in this day and age. the ethical and moralistic

issues raised in the stories are a great source hinting to reflect in ones own heart of how we are



going about in our daily lives. if you only care about your self, do not read this book. If you care

about honesty and integrity, you will love those stories.Kindest regardsMarcus Goddefroy

It is one of the most inspiring books I've ever read. Tolstoy to me shows such wisdom and simplicity

in his short stories. I read these when I was a child and stories have stayed with me all these years.

Highly recommend for anybody who is interested in the simple tenets of Christ and essential

christianity

Classic stories, many with Christian meaning and modern interpretation. Excellent writing by

Tolstoy.

Great stories that are thought-provoking! Thank you!

It's Tolstoy!! Fantastic reading

Some of the best of Tolstoy!

Masterpiece. Wonderful collection of short stories.

Tolstoy is one of the great masters of fiction -- and of Christian fiction. And the stories you will find

here are many of his best. His love for humanity shines through. These stories are so direct, so

concrete, and they ring so true. One can't help reading them with a reverence that borders on

awe.The translation, too, by Louise and Aylmer Maude, is exquisite. It is done with such authority

that it feels spontaneous and seamless, as if one is reading the actual words of Tolstoy, rather than

those of some lesser intermediary. The Maudes are by far my favorite translators of Tolstoy.The

book is well done in every respect. I love everything about it -- right down to the bright whiteness of

the pages; the paper quality is very good.I recommend this book highly. It is one of my most prized

volumes.
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